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ABSTRACT

360-degree video contains a full field of environmental content. However, browsing these videos, either on screens or
through head-mounted displays (HMDs), users consume only
a subset of the full field of view per a natural viewing experience. This causes a search problem when a region-of-interest
(ROI) in a video is outside of the current field of view (FOV)
on the screen, or users may search for non-existing ROIs.
We propose Outside-In, a visualization technique which reintroduces off-screen regions-of-interest (ROIs) into the main
screen as spatial picture-in-picture (PIP) previews. The geometry of the preview windows further encodes a ROI’s relative location vis-à-vis the main screen view, allowing for effective navigation. In an 18-participant study, we compare
Outside-In with traditional arrow-based guidance within three
types of 360-degree video. Results show that Outside-In outperforms in regard to understanding spatial relationship, the
storyline of the content and overall preference. Two applications are demonstrated for use with Outside-In in 360-degree
video navigation with touchscreens, and live telepresence.
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, 360-degree videos (hereafter referred to as “360
video(s)”) have increased in popularity as a new video standard, especially on mobile and in virtual reality (VR) space,
providing users with a more immersive visual experience [9].
While 360 video can display full-field content, the limitations
of viewing generally restrict views to only a subset of the full
field of view thus giving users a natural visual experience.
As such, users will navigate the viewport in a 360 video by
orientating the screen or, in the case of using HMDs, their
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Figure 1. Outside-In is a visualization technique that re-introduces offscreen ROIs onto the main screen as spatial PIP previews, allowing users
to make sense of where off-screen ROIs are.

head. While it is intuitive, the fact that users need to search
for potential events in grand 360 videos degrades the user experience, leading the users to missing some important events
while they are still searching or exploring the view.
Such circumstances searching for ROIs is more problematic
for those videos that contain multiple ROIs. The viewers have
to switch between ROIs to catch the whole story, and it is
possible for them to be unaware of the positions of all the
ROIs or getting lost in the process of searching.
We propose Outside-In, a visualization technique that reintroduces off-screen ROIs as spatial picture-in-picture (PIP)
previews onto the main screen. The design of the PIP preview
serves two functions. First, it allows users to pre-examine the
content in the preview windows, enabling them to develop
a better strategy when navigating multiple previews. Second, the spatial representation of a preview window encodes
the corresponding ROI’s relative location vis-à-vis the current
viewport in 360 degree space, providing visual guidance for
users to follow.
Our implementation minimizes the occlusion on the main
screen due to PIPs by placing the previews in the peripheral
regions of the screen. The spatial guidance design is mainly
derived from perspective projection, in which we transform
the PIP plane into 3D space based on the corresponding location of ROIs. To sustain readability, we constrain the level
of transformation and mitigate mutual occlusion through manipulating the depth of the PIPs.
Herein, we evaluate Outside-In by comparing it to a traditional arrow-based guidance where three types of multipleROIs videos are presented to 18 participants. Based on sub-

